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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 
DETERMINATION BY THE FREE -FALL METHOD OF THE DRAG AND 
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF A CANARD MODEL AT TRANSONIC SPEEDS 
By Christopher C. Kraft , Jr . and Char les W. Mathews 
SUMMARY 
The stabil ity and control characteristics and drag of a canard or 
tail-first configuration have been investigated by the free - fall method. 
This configuration was chosen in order to take advantage of a favorable 
interference effect on the drag of a swept wing- body combination by 
locating the wing behind the maximum body diameter . This favorable 
interference effect was indicated by a previou~ free - fall test . 
In addition, an analysis of canard configurations indicates that 
such an arrangement may be expected to have satisfactory stab-ility and 
control characteristics at transonic speeds . The test model had a 
sweptback wing and vertical tail , an all -movable horizontal control 
surface with a t r iangular pl an form, and a fuselage of a high fineness 
ratio. An automatic control system was used to control the model longi-
tudinally at a constant normal acceleration. The Mach number range 
covered by the test was from 0 . 7 to 1. 27. 
The drag characteristics of the canard configuration compared 
favorably with previous free - fall tests of a wing- body combination with 
the wing mounted rearwar d of the maximum body diameter . At a Mach 
number of 1 . 1 and a lift coefficient of 0 . 06 the drag coefficient of 
the model was 0 . 026 . Because the lift coefficient was low for this 
f l ight condition, the value of drag coefficient obtained closely repre -
sents the minimum drag coefficient of the configuration. The favorable 
wing-body interference effects obtained by locating the wing rearward 
of the maximum body diameter were apparently unaltered by the incorpo-
ration of the horizontal control surface at the nose of the model. 
The model had stick- fixed l ongitudinal stability throughout the 
test Mach number range, and no abr upt trim changes were encountered. 
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The model had a stable variation of pitching moment with angle of attack 
at all Mach numbers . The variation of pitching- moment coefficient with 
angle of attack became more negative with increasing Mach number up to a 
Mach number of 1 . 12 . With further increase in Mach number this parameter 
became less negative and had the same value at a Mach number of 1 . 21 as 
at a Mach number of 0 . 8 . In general} the stability and control charac -
teristics of the model were good in the range of lift coefficients covered 
in the test (low lift coefficients) . 
The periods of the longitudinal oscillations of the model following 
the horizontal tail deflections were in good agreement with those calcu-
lated for this configuration using estimated stability derivatives . The 
damping of these oscillations was poor because of the high moment of 
inertia of the model } the low lift - curve slope of the horizontal control 
surface , and the small size of the model compared to a full - scale airplane . 
INTRODUCTION 
During the past several years a great deal of research has been 
directed toward the reduction of drag and t he provision of satisfactory 
stability and control characteristics of airplanes designed to fly at 
transonic and supersonic speeds . Results of such investigations have 
indicated a number of possible modifications to the usual airplane con-
figuration to improve the drag and/or the stability and control charac -
teristics . In connection with one phase of this work, the reduction of 
interference drag between airplane components, free -fall tests have 
shown that some improvement in the drag of a swept wing-body combination 
can be obtained by locating the wing rearward of the maximum body diameter . 
(See reference 1 . ) Since this relative location of wing and body appears 
more suitable for use as a canard airplane (tail first) than as a con-
ventional airplane ( tai l rearward) , an analysis was made to investigate 
the stability and control characteri st ics of the canard arrangement . 
(See reference 2 . ) The results of this analysis indicate that the canard 
inherently possesses certain features which appear advantageous when con-
s i dered from the sandpoint of stability and control at t r ansonic speeds. 
Accordingly, an investigation was undertaken to check experimentally the 
possibilities of the canard as a transonic airplane . 
This paper presents results of a f r ee - fall test of a canard configu -
ration . The mod e l tested incorporated an automatic pilot used to control 
the model longjtudinally at a constant value of normal acce l er at ion . An 
automatic lateral control system was also provided to maintain a constant 
but low value of rolling velocity during the test . 
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The data are presented herein as time histories of the measured 
quantit i es from which were obtained the lift and drag coefficients, 
lift - drag r atiOS , hori zontal control - surface position required for t rim 
during the test , and the variation of pitching moment with angle of 
attack as a function of Mach number . Tests have also been made by the 
NACA wing- flow method of this par ticular configurat i on (reference 3) , 
and the tests reported herein give comparable data at higher Reynolds 
numbers . 
APPARATUS AND MEl'HOD 
Model Conf i gur ation 
The model tested was a canard or tail - first configuration as shown 
in figure 1 . A t hree-view drawing showing the per tinent dimensions is 
presented in figure 2, and a complete li st of dimensions is given in 
table I . The model had a 450 sweptback wing of aspect ratio 4.1, a 
triangul ar all - movable horizontal contr ol surface of aspect ratio 2.0 , 
a 450 sweptback vertical tai l of aspect ratio 1 . 5 , and a fuselage of 
fineness r atio 13 . 5 . 
The wing and vertical tail wer e made of solid duralumin . Both of 
these surfaces had a constant chord with an NACA 65 - 009 airfoil section 
perpendicular t o the leading edge . (This section would have a thickness 
of 6 . 34 percent chord taken par al l e l t o the ai r stream . ) Details of the 
tip design of the wing and vertical tail, as well as details of the 
ailerons which wer e used f or l ater a l control, are shown in figure 3 . An 
airspeed head was mounted on a boom near the tip of the vertical tail , 
and a drawing of this installation is presented in figure 4. 
Details of the horizontal control surface are also shown in figure 4 . 
The hor izontal cont rol surface was made fr om a thin duralurnin flat plate 
with an elliptical leading edge and a tapered trailing edge . The t rian-
gular horizontal control surface was chosen because theoretical and 
experimental investigations indicate a delta pl an form to have low drag 
characteristics as well as satisfactory control effectiveness in the 
transonic and supersonic speed range . (See reference 4. ) 
The fuselage forward of the maximum diameter was geometrically 
similar to the bodies reported in reference 1 (fineness ratio of 12 . 0) . 
The ordinates for this fineness - ratio- 12 b ody were also used for the 
r earwar d section of the fuselage, but the l ength demensions were elon-
gated to correspond to a fineness ratio of 15 . 0 . The fuselage coordi-
nates are given in table II . The fuselage at the fuselage - horizontal 
control - surface juncture was made flat - sided t o minimize leakage through 
the juncture when the control surface was deflected from neutral. The 
gap between the horizontal control surface and f u selage was 0 . 01 inch . 
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The center of gr avity of the model was located 81 . 7 percent of the 
mean aerodynamic chord (mean geometric chord) ahead of the leading edge 
of the mean aerodynamic chord. The model had a wing loading of 150 pounds 
per square foot and a moment of inertia about a lateral axis through the 
center of gravity of 531 slug-feet squared. The total horizontal control-
surface deflection was from 00 to 120 trailing edge down. The total 
aileron deflection obtainable was 200 right and 80 left (right aileron 
100 up, 40 down; left aileron 40 up, 100 down). 
Control Systems 
The automatic control systems and internal instrumentation used in 
this model are shown schematically in figure 5 . An automatic pilot 
sensitive to normal acceleration was used to control the model in pitch. 
The automatic pilot operated ill such a manner as to attempt to control 
the normal acceleration at approximately 1/2g. When the acceleration 
exceeded the desired 1/2g, the automatic pilot moved the horizontal 
control surface at a constant rate in the nose - down direction, and, in 
a like manner, when the acceleration fell below 1/2g, the automatic 
pilot moved the horizontal control surface in the nose -up direction. 
A l~- second time delay between control motion in one direction and the 
other was incorporated in the automatic pilot . This time delay elimi-
nated any possibility of dynamic instability of the automatic pilot-model 
combination. This objective is accomplished by preventing any adverse 
phase relationship between motions of the horizontal control surface and 
the model . 
In addition, a time delay of approximately 12 seconds was employed 
to prevent the automatic pilot from operating during the initial part of 
the drop . Use of the 12-second time delay allowed the model to increase 
in speed while at zero lift since the horizontal control surface was 
initially set at zero deflection. The increase in speed prior to control 
operation was desirable because the combination of a high wing loading 
and the low dynamic pressure at release might have resulted in a stall 
of the model . 
Another automatic control system was used in attempt to control the 
rate of roll of the model. (See fig . 5.) The ailerons were connected 
by linkages to a rate gyro. The gyro restraining springs were preloaded 
to give a moment corresponding to the precessional moment produced by the 
gyro at a r ate of roll of 1/10 rps. Since no roll existed at release, 
the ailerons were held by the spring preload at maximum deflection in the 
direction to produce right roll and remained so deflected until a rate of 
r oll of approximately 1/10 rps was obtained, after which the gyro moved 
the ailerons in a direction to oppose further change in the rate of roll. 
The variation of precessional moment with rolling velocity for the gyro 
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used in this automatic control system ~as 52 inch- pounds per radian per 
second . The gyro had a moment of inertia of 0.07 inch- pound- second 
squared about the gimbal axis , and the gear ing ratio between each aileron 
and the gyro was 0. 35 . The restraining springs at the gyro had a spring 
constant of 19 inch- pounds per radian about the gimbal axis and were 
preloaded to 33 inch- pounds . 
One purpose of this lateral control system was to keep the rate of 
roll low so that the effect of roll on the longitudinal stability would 
be small or negligible . (See reference 5. ) The other reason was to 
make sure that the model did roll so that its mean path would approximate 
a free fall . With the existence of a steady roll, the forces acting on 
the model rotate about the center of the helical path followed by the 
model during the drop and hence prevent the model from pulling out or 
appreciably deviating from the path normally followed by a body at zero 
lift. 
Instrumentation and Measurements 
The desired quantities were measured through use of the NACA radio-
telemetering system and radar and phototheodolite equipment. The general 
arrangement of the internal instrumentation i s shown in the schematic 
drawing of the model presented in figure 5. The following quantities 
wer e recorded at two separate ground stations by the telemetering system: 
(1 ) Static and total pressure measured by an airspeed head connected 
to aneroid cells and mounted on a boom l~ chords ahead of the vertical 
tail at its tip ( See figs . 1 and 4. ) 
( 2) Normal and transverse accelerations and longitudinal retardation 
measured by t hree acceler ometers alined with the respective axes of the 
model 
(3) Horizontal control - surface position as measured by a control-
po s ition pickup 
(4) Rate of roll as measured by motion pictures which were obtained 
during the entire fall of the model . 
An attempt was also made to measure the rate of roll by a roll turn 
meter and the hinge moment of the horizontal control surface by a strain-
gage pickup but these inst~Jments failed to operate during the test. 
The position of the model with respect to the ground axes was 
r ecorded during the entire drop by radar and phototheodolite equipment . 
A survey of atmospheric conditions applying to the test was obtained from 
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synchronized records of atmospheric pressure, temperature, and geometric 
altitude taken during the descent of the carrier airplane . The direction 
and velocity of the horizontal component of the wind was determined from 
radar and phototheodol i te records obtained from the ascent of a free 
balloon immediately after the test . 
Mach Number and Airspeed Measurements 
The quantities which were used to determine the Mach number during 
the fall are presented as a time history in figure 6. The Mach number 
was obtained from the radar and phototheodol ite data by first differen-
tiating the flight path with respect to time to obtain the velocity of 
the model relative to the ground. The true airspeed was then found by 
a vector summation of this ground velocity and the measured horizontal 
wind velocity at coincident altitudes . This true airspeed was combined 
with the corresponding absolute temperature, as determined from the 
atmospheric survey, to obtain the Mach number. 
The Mach number variation with time was also determined from the 
total pressure H measured by the airspeed head and the survey static 





where the ratio of specific heat 1 was taken as 1 . 4. The above 
expression does not account for the total pressure loss through the 
normal shock which occurs at supersonic speeds. However, this loss is 
negligible in the range of supersonic Mach numbers for which test results 
are presented. A comparison of the data obtained by the two independent 
methods is shown in figure 6. A discrepancy of approximately 0 .03 Mach 
number is indicated between a Mach number of 0.85 to 1 . 15. This dis-
crepancy increases to about 0 . 05 at the higher Mach numbers. In order 
to assure that this discrepancy was not due to lag in the line between 
the total pressure orifice and the pressure cell, calculations were made 
to determine this lag . The lag was found to be less than 0.01 second 
for any conditil)n of the test and this amount of lag would have a negli -
gible effect on tl:~ measured Mach number . A similar discrepancy has 
been obtained in previous free -fall tests, especially at the higher 
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Mach numbers (see r efer ence I) , but as yet the cause for thi s difference 
is unexplained . All re sul t s pr esented in this paper are bused on the 
r adar Mach number shown in figure G which is bel ieved accurate t o within 
±0 . 01 Mach number . 
The static - pressure error of the airspeed head 6p/q a s a function 
of Mach number is s hown in f igure 7. The error presented i s the differ-
ence between telemeter and survey static pr essure expres sed as a fraction 
of dynamic pressure . The telemeter static pres sure was that measured by 
the airspeed head mounted in front of the vertical tail . Al t hough the 
vari ation shown in figure 7 is not a true calibr ation of the airspeed 
head because of po s sible error s in te l emeter t r ansmission, the data 
are indicative of the type of static - pressure error that would be ex-
pected f r om an airspeed instal lation l ocated in this r egion . This 
variation in static- pr essure error is caused chiefly by t he pressure 
fie ld of the body . The r esult s of data obtained in reference 6 indicate 
that the pressure coefficient on a similar body at about 80-percent body 
length, which is the appr oximate location of the air speed head on this 
model, increases in a positive d i r ect i on up to a Mach number of about 
1 . 0 , and then at a Mach number of appr oximately 1 . 0 , a shock wave passes 
this particul ar body stati on re sulting in a sudde n drop in pre ssure 
coefficient . Ther eafter , the pressure is negative. The magnitudes of 
the pressure var iations obtained in this test are of the same order as 
those pr esented in r eference 6. The passage of the shock wave over the 
stat ic orifice s of the air speed boom of this moiel seems to occur at 
about 0 . 03 Mach number before that shown in reference 6 for a similar 
body station . The pr essure field pr oduced by the wing of the canard 
mode l might account for this difference . 
Reduction of Data 
The various coefficients pre sented in this paper wer e determined 
from the values of mode l weight W, wing ar ea S, normal accel eration n 
( in g units) , st atic pr essure p , and Mach number M. The following 
r e lationship was applied to obtain the normal - force coefficient CN: 
The chord- force coefficient Cc was calculated from the same relation 
u s ing the longitudinal r etardat ion . 
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The lift coefficient CL and drag coefficient CD were calculated 
by resolving the normal - force and chord- force coefficients perpendicular 
and parallel to the wind axis . The angles ,of attack involved in the 
computations of CL and CD were determined from the lift - curve slopes 
obtained from wing- flow tests of the same configuration (reference 3) . 
The variation of pitching- moment coefficient with angle of attack dCm /~ 
was calculated by use of the equation 
dCm 
~ 
where f is the frequency of the oscillation of the model in pitch, I 
is the moment of inertia of the model about a lateral axis through the 
center of gravity, and c is the mean aerodynamic chord. The effects 
of aerodynamic damping and the additional I degree of freedom (motion 
al ong the Z-axis) on the frequency were neglected because these effects 
were found negligible for this model . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Basic Results 
A time history of the quantities measured during this test is shown 
in figure 8. The horizontal control-surface position , normal and trans -
verse accelerations, and longitudinal retardation were determined from 
the telemeter records . The rate of roll was evaluated from the variation 
of the roll attitude of the mode l with time as determined from motion 
pictures taken during the fall . The variation of Mach number and Reynolds 
number with time is also presented in figure 8. The Reynolds number of 
the test varied from approximately 2, 000 , 000 at release to about 16,000,000 
at impact . 
The horizontal control- surface position during the first 12 seconds 
of the drop remained at approximately 00 because of the time delay pre -
viously described . The normal acceleration during this period gradually 
increased to about 0 . 2g . This deviation from the desired zero-l ift fall 
was probably due to a slight rigging misalinement of the model , since 
the model was symmetrical in design with the exception of the vertical 
tail. The pitcl:i.ng moment due to drag of the vertical tail was investi -
gated as a possible cause for this gradual increase in normal acce l eration, 
but the computations indicate that no significant change in the trim value 
of normal acceleration could have resulted from this effect . 
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After the time delay, the horizontal control surface went to a 
l a r ge no se - up defl ection ( t r ailing edge down) . Since the rate of control 
movement pr oduced on a signal from the automatic p ilot was high compar ed 
to the corresponding response of the model in pitch, the control had a 
tendency to overshoot the required trim position , and, as shown by 
figur e 8 , this initial control- surface defl ect ion was greater than the 
deflection required to t rim at the desired 1/2g as the normal acceler-
ation reached approximately 1 9 . Following the initial control movement , 
the horizontal control - surface deflect ion was r apidly reduced and the 
normal acceleration ther eafter r emained near 1/2g through a main part 
of the fall. The control deflection required to maintain this value of 
normal accel eration showed a progres sive tendency to decrease as the Mach 
number increased. This progre ssive movement of the horizontal control 
surface toward zero deflection proved the model to be longitudinally 
stabl e stick- fixed for the r ange of speeds tested. 
Above a Mach number of 1. 20 , no additional nose - down control-surface 
deflect ion was availabl e . Supposedly, the hori zontal control surface 
should have r eturned to zero deflection at the same time the automatic 
pilot r eached its down stop . However) a small amount of nose- up deflection 
still existed under these conditions which was probably due to a slight 
shift in the automatic control stops . Had l ower control- surface deflec-
tions been avail abl e , the model could have been controlled at 1/2g up t o 
impact , but because the control surface apparentl y could not return to 
zero the normal acce l eration gr adually increased from about 1/2g at 
38 . 5 seconds from release to 2 . 3g at impact. 
The oscillations in pitch following horizontal control-surface 
deflections during the controlled period of the drop were poorly damped 
and this phenomenon is discussed subsequently. The time history of the 
normal acceleration and other measured quantities shown in figure 8 are 
of necessity reduced in scale f rom the actual variations obtained on the 
telemeter records, and the smooth wave form of the pitching oscillations 
was lost to some extent in t he t r anscribing process . A portion of the 
telemeter record showing a typical oscillation in pitch following a 
horizontal control-surface defl ection is shown in figure 9. The actual 
te l emeter record was used in r eduction of the measured data which allowed 
a much higher degree of accuracy than is indicated by the time history 
of figure 8. 
The longitudinal retardation remained near zero during the time -
delay period following release. Then, as the mode l pitched to a positive 
angl e of attack, the l ongitudinal retardation incr eased to a small posi-
tive value due to the associated induced drag of the wing and horizontal 
control surface . The retardation remained low up to a Mach number of 
approximately 0 . 9 . At this Mach number, the retardation began a gradual 
rise which continued until ground impact. 
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The transverse acceleration shown in ~igure 8 indicates the model 
was in a r ight sideslip during the first 7 seconds of the fall. The 
transverse acceleration during the remainder of the drop was near zero. 
The time lListory of t ransverse accel eration indicates that the lateral 
motion of the model was well damped throughout the Mach number range 
tested. The abrupt st.eps in the transverse acceleration record shown 
in figure 9 were used to indicate the operating sequence of the longi-
tudinal alll'tomatic control system. The automatic control signal was 
superimposed on the transverse acceleration channel in such a manner as 
to cause the t race to step a constant increment whenever the automatic 
control sigpal reversed direction . 
The model began to roll immediately after release from the carrier 
airplane and attained a rolling velocity of about 4 radians per second. 
This high rate of roll continued up to approximately 14 seconds after 
release an:l then rapidly decreased to about 0 . 4 to 0 . 6 radian per second. 
The lateral control provided by the automatic control system was set t o' 
control the model at approximately 0 . 6 radian per second. It is obvious 
that the automatic control did not operate during the first 14 seconds 
of the drop , but thereafter began to control the rate of roll of the 
model . The reaSOn for loss of contr ol during the initial period is not 
definitely known? but possibly the aileron control linkages were jammed 
which prevented the automatic control from operating. The ability of 
the ai l er ons to control the rate of roll after 14 seconds from release 
indicates that the ailerons remained effective throughout the range of 
Mach numbers tested. 
Experimental Coefficients 
The variations of normal- force coefficient', lift coefficient , chord-
force coefficient , drag coefficient , and l ift - drag ratio as a function of 
Mach number are presented in figure 10 . Since after each horizontal 
control-surface deflection there was an oscillation in pitch, the forces 
acting on the model also oscillated. The values of the coefficients shown 
in figure 10 are a faired average of the maximum and minimum val ues 
obtained during an oscillation. The drag coefficient was not presented 
below a Mach number of 0.8 because of the possible inaccuracy involved 
in estimating the angle of attack at high lift coefficients . The normal -
force and lift coe~icients varied from about 0 . 62 at a Mach number of 
0 . 73 to 0.05 at a Mach number of 1 . 15, generally decreaSing as the Mach . 
number increased. Above a Mach number of 1.15 these coefficients gradu-
ally increased to about 0.1 at a Mach number of 1 . 25 . 
Near a Mach number of 0.85 the drag coefficient rose abruptly 
from 0 . 02 to about 0 . 03. An approximate calculation of the drag at 
this Mach TIlll'mber and lift coefficient indicates that this abrupt drag 
rise was due chiefly to the induced drag of the horizontal control 
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surface . This large amount of induced drag was a vesult o~ the high 
cont rol - surface deflections required for trim because of t he high degree 
of static stability used in this test . When the lift coefficient again 
decreased (between Mach numbers of 0 . 90 and 0 . 95) the drag coe~icient 
al so decreased to about 0 . 021 . The drag coefficient then rose abruptly 
to about 0.026 at a Mach number of 1 . 0 , remained ef~ectiyely constant 
between Mach numbers of 1 . 0 and 1.15, and then gradually increased as 
the lift coefficient incr eased at higher Mach numbers . 
The highest lift-drag r atio obtained in the test was about 8.8 which 
occurred between Mach number s of 0 . 85 to 0 . 95 and at lift coefficients 
of 0 . 27 to 0 . 18 . The lift - drag r atios shown in the figure do not repre -
sent the maximum lift - <lrag ratio LID that could be obtained. with this 
model, especially at the higher Mach numbers , because the test lift 
coefficients were low. In order to obtain some indication of the maximum 
lift - drag r atios that might be expected with this configuration, an 
appr oximate calculation of the maximum lift- drag r atios was made . The 
re sults of these calculations are pr esented in the appendix. 
Zer o- Lift Drag Calculations 
The zer o- l ift drag coeffi cients of the test configuration have been 
estimated using the test data as a basis for the computations. In order 
to detenaine the zer o-lift drag, the part of the measured drag attribut -
able to lift was estimated. The following method was used in making this 
estimation . At subsonic Mach numbers the angle of attack of the model 
corresponding to each test l ift coefficient was estimated from results 
of the wing- f low tests of the same configuration (reference 3) . Then, 
knowing the control- surface defl ections , the lift coefficient of the 
horizontal control surface as well as the wing were estimated. Using 
these l ift coefficients the i nduced drag of the wing and horizontal 
control surface were determined separately and added to obtain the total 
induced drag . The drag of the horizontal control surface was estimated 
from the data pr esented in refer ence 7 . These data are for a 600 trian-
gular wing with a section approximately the same as that used on the 
canard model . Although the data presented in reference 7 were obtained 
at low subsonic Mach numbers, these data were assumed to indicate satis -
factorily the variation of drag with lift of the horizontal control 
surface over the higher range of subsonic Mach number s applying to the 
present test . The usual formula CLw2~nA, where CLw is the lift 
coefficient of the wing and A is the aspect retio, was a s sumed to 
calculate the induced drag of the wing . The effect of the wing and 
control surface were consider ed separately because of the large control -
surface deflections which existed at subsonic Mach numbers. The method 
u sed, however, does not account for interference effects between the 
components of the model . 
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The drag due to lift at supersonic Mach numbers was calculated by 
the method presented in reference 8. In thi s method} the total airplane 
lift coefficient was employed which assumed that the variation 8f drag 
coefficient with lift coefficient for the complete model was the same as 
the theoretical variation presented in reference 8 for a wing alone. 
Alt hough this method would probably -Qflderestimate the drag due to lift 
of the canard model for the conditions where the control surface is 
operating at large deflections} it is felt that the zero- lift drag 
coefficients of the canard model have been determined with good accuracy 
at Mach numbers above 1 . 0 because during the test the tail deflections 
were small and the lift coefficients were low in this Mach number range. 
It should also be pointed out that the data presented in reference 8 for 
drag due to lift are for a uniformly loaded wing with a correction for 
los s in lift at the tips . Since the lift coefficients of the canard 
model at superso~ic speeds were low} however} the application of this 
data to an untwisted wing of the type incorporated in the canard model 
is believed to be of sufficient accuracy for purposes of determining 
the zero lift- drag coefficients . The drag due to lift at a Mach number 
of 0 . 90 amounted to approximately 40 percent of the total measured drag 
and at a Mach number of 1.10 amounted to approximately 2 . 5 percent of 
the total measured drag . The zero- lift drag coefficients determined by 
this method are presented as a function of Mach number in figure 11. 
A comparison between the zero - lift drag coefficients based on the 
te st results and those predicted by supersonic theory is shown in 
figure 12. The pressure drag coefficient for each component of the 
canard configuration has been computed along with the total- skin- friction 
drag. A summation curve of the total predicted drag coefficient is also 
presented. The pressure drag of the wing and vertical tail was computed 
from reference 9} the pressure drag of the fuselage was computed from 
reference 10} and the drag due to skin friction was computed from refer-
ences 11 and 12. (These methods neglect compressibility effects . ) In 
making the calculations of the pressure drag of the vertical tail} the 
fuselage was assumed to act as a reflection plane and the drag coeffi-
cient was computed as though the vertical tail was symmetrical with 
respect to the body center line. The drag computations for the wing 
were based on the exposed wing geometry. The fuselage again was assumed 
to act as a reflection plane. The pressure drag of the horizontal control 
surface was calculated by use of reference 13 but was found to be negli-
gible for the Mach number r ange tested. The agreement between the experi-
mental and theoretical drag appears good at Mach numbers above the drag 
rise up to a Mach number of 1.10 . The theory overestimates the drag for 
all test Mach numbers above 1.10. Although the theory appears able to 
predict the drag coefficient accurately up to a Mach number of 1 . 10} it 
should be noted that the theory does not account for the interference 
effects between the airplane components. These interference effects 
have been shown in reference 1 to be very important} especially at Mach 
numbers above 1.0. The discrepancy above a Mach number of 1.10 between 
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the experimental and theoretical drag coefficient is a result of the 
increase in pre ssure drag of the wing and vertical tail predicted by 
the theory as the Mach lines approach the l eading edge of the wing and 
tail . This increase in drag coefficient either did not occur or was of 
a much small er magnitude than that pr edicted by theory. Similar com-
parisons between exper iment and theory have been made for other free-fall 
model s and similar discrepancies are indicated. (See reference 14.) It 
should be noted that the airfoil section of the canard wing and the wings 
of reference 14 have a rounded leading edge, whereas the calculations of 
reference 9 appl y strictl y to circular- arc sections (sharp leading edge) . 
The zer o-lift drag coefficient of the canard model and several 
other configurations is presented for comparison in figure 13. The 
configurations pr esented for comparison are the Bell X-l drop model 
repor ted in r efer ence 15, a rocket model of a t r ansonic airplane con-
figuration, and two wing-body combinations reported in reference 1. 
Since the Bell X-I model and the rocket model were also tested under 
lifting conditions, t he drag due to l ift was estimated and then sub-
tracted from the measured drag in order . to determine the zero-lift drag 
coefficient . The drag due to lift at subsonic Mach numbers was estimated 
by the usual formula CL2~A. At supersonic Mach numbers the same proce -
dure used t o calculate the drag due to lift of the canard model was 
employed . 
The zero-lift drag coefficients of the canard model were much 
lower than the drag coefficients for the Bell X- l drop model and the 
transonic rocket model. The comparison between the canard model and 
the two wing-body combinations shows that the drag coefficients were 
of the same order of magnitude . The two wing-body combinations differed 
only in the locat ion of the wing on the body, one having the wing mounted 
forward of the maximum body diameter and one having the wing mounted 
to the rear of t he maximum body diameter . The difference in the drag 
coefficients of the~e two wing-body combinations, which is evident in 
figure 13, was shown in refe rence 1 to result primarily from a favorable 
interference effect of the wing on the body drag when the wing was 
mounted in this rearward position . The canard model was designed in 
hopes of realizing this favorable interfer ence effect. 
The canard model would be expected to have a higher drag coefficient 
(based on wing area) t han the wing-body combination with the wing mounted 
rearward of the maximum body diameter because of the increased ratio of 
surface area to wing pl an area and the additional pressure drag of the 
vertical and horizontal tail surfaces . Calculations of the drag coeffi-
cient of these various components at a Mach number of 1.20 indicated 
that the following increases in drag coefficient would be expected: a 
13-percent increase in the total drag coefficient because of a one-
fourt h gr eater r atio of surface ar ea to wing pl an area and an increase 
of approximately 8 per cent in the total drag coefficient as a result of 
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the pressure drag of the vertical tail . The increase in total drag 
coefficient as a result of the pressure drag of the horizontal control 
surface was found to be negligible . There are also several factors 
which decrease the drag coefficient of the canard model relative to the 
wing-body combination . The increased fineness ratio of the canard 
fuselage caused a slight reduction in pressure drag coefficient which 
amounted to approximately 2 percent of the total drag coefficient . (See 
reference 16. ) An increase in Reynolds number for a given Mach number 
because of the increased scale of the canard model and a lower release 
altitude resulted in a 4-percent decrease in the total drag coefficient . 
The summation of these effects indicates that at a Mach number of 1 . 20 
the total drag coefficient for the canard model would be 15 percent 
higher than that for the wing- body combination. The in~rease shown by 
the comparison of the test results at a Mach number of 1.20 is 17 percent. 
This agreement between the measured and predicted increase in drag 
coefficient indicates that the interference effects obtained for the 
wing-body combination wer e also obtained for the canard mode l and that 
this favorable interference effect was apparently unaltered by the 
presence of the horizontal con~rol surface at the nose of the canar d 
fuselage . 
Longitudinal Stability and Trim Characteristics 
The variation of horizontal control - surface angle requir ed for 
trim with Mach number is shown in figure 14. A similar plot is shown 
of the horizontal control- surface angl e required for trim as obtained 
by the wing- flow tests of this configuration. (See reference 3. ) The 
trim lift coefficients of the free - fa l l tests wer e used to compute the 
horizontal control- surface deflections required f or t r im from. the wing-
flow data . These lift coeff~cients ar e also pr esented in figure 14. 
The increasing down contr ol- surface deflection requir ed for t r im with 
increasing Mach number shows the airpl ane to be longitudinally stable 
stick fixed over the test Mach number range . The smooth variation in 
horizontal control- surface incidence requir ed for t r im also indicates 
that no abrupt trim changes were experienced. The same variation in 
horizontal control- surface incidence requir ed for trim is shown by the 
data calculated from the wing- flow tests indicat i ng good agreement 
between the two test methods. It should be pointed out that the data 
for the free - fall model were obtained under conditions where the alti-
tude was changing rapidly and therefor e does not corr espond to the 
usual static - stability test where the altitude is maintained appr oximately 
constant . Similar but smaller variations in hor izontal contr ol- surface 
incidence required for trim would be obtained i n a level- flight condition . 
The periods of the longitudinal oscillations performed by the model 
following a deflection of the horizontal contr ol surface are presented 
in figure 15 . An accurate determination of the damping of these 
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oscillations could not be obtained from the telemeter records because of 
the poor damping of the model and relatively short time following each 
horizontal control-surface deflection . (See fig . 9. ) Calculations were 
made prior to the test of the period and damping of the natural short-
period longitudinal oscillations for this model configuration using 
estimated stability derivatives , and the computed values are also shown 
in the figure . Good agreement is indicated between these calculated 
values and the test results for the period of the oscillations. It 
should be noted that a constant value of pitching- moment variation with 
angle of attack was used in making the calculations prior to the test. 
The test model had a large value of pitching-moment variation with 
angle of attack c.ompared to the values usually used in most conventional 
airplane des igns. This large amount of static stability would normally 
result in shorter periods than those shown, provided a normal wing loading 
had been used, but because the wing loading of the test model was very 
high, (150 Ib/sq ft) the inertia of the model was large and counteracted 
the effect of the high dCm/~ on the period. The poor damping of these 
oscill ations was caused by the high moment of inertia, the relatively low 
lift - curve slope of the triangular hori zontal control surface , and the 
small size of the model compared to a full - scale airplane . Similar 
results were obtained in tests of the Bell X-I drop model (see reference 15) 
a lthough the damping was slightly higher because of the higher lift - curve 
slope of the horizontal control surface. 
The calculated damping for the test configuration is presented in 
figure 15 as the time to damp to one-half amplitude and the cycles to 
damp to one - tenth amplitude . The flying- qualities requirements of 
reference 17 require the airplane to damp to one-tenth amplitude in one 
cycle. It is obvious that the model tested would not meet this require -
ment . In order to estimate the period- damping relationship for a config-
uration such as the one tested with a normal wing loading and scale 
comparable to a fighte r airplane , similar calculations were made for a 
wing loading of 50 pounds per square foot and the scale of the model 
increased by a factor of 5. The period- damping relationship of the 
configuration with these modifications was very much improved, but not 
sufficiently to meet the reqUirements of reference 17. The damping 
could be improved further by using a horizontal control surface with a 
higher aspect ratio and hence a higher lift - curve slope. This modifi -
cation would result in a larger damping contribution from this component. 
The variation of the static-longitudinal- stability parameter dCm;au 
with Mach number is presented in figure 16. The model was statically 
stable for the entire Mach number range shown. The stability increased 
with increasing Mach number between Mach numbers of 0.8 to 1.12 . From a 
Mach number of 1.12 to 1. 21 the stability decreased to approximately the 
same value as was obtained at a Mach number of 0 . 8. The value of dCm/da 
obtained at a Mach number of 0 . 74 was for a different lift-coefficient 
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range than the other te s·t points shown in figure 16 and should not be 
misconstrued as a wild point . (Note the high lift coefficient at this 
Mach number.) 
In order to determine whether the decrease in static stability in 
the high Mach number range resulted froID flexibility of the sweptback 
wing, the test data were transformed to the case for a rigid wing by an 
approximate method. The angle- of- attack changes along the wing span 
due to the wing bending under load were computed by assuming that the 
aerodynamic load was uniformly distributed along the wing span . The 
change in loading corresponding to these angle - of- attack changes was 
determined as a function of lift coefficient .and dynamic pressure by 
use of strip theory . The change in lift - curve slope of the wing. as well 
as the shift in aerodynamic center of the wing were pr edicted froID these 
loading changes , and the test data were then corrected to eliminate these 
effects on the stability of the model . The effect of torsional deflec-
tions of the wing was not included in the analyses because the effects 
of wing bending were found to greatly predominate . The effects of 
control-surface flexibility were not considered since the control surface 
was relatively stiff compared to the wing. The fuse l age was extremely 
rigid and no aero -elastic effects are believed to have been produced from 
this source . The variation of dCm/~ with Mach number for this rigid-
wing condition is also shown in figure 16. Transforming the data to the 
case of a rigid wing results in an increase in stability at all Mach 
numbers. Although the increase becomes greater at the higher Mach numbers, 
the same type of stability variation with Mach number is obtained for the 
rigid-wing condition as from the test data . Therefore, the wing deforma-
tion at the high Mach numbers does not appear to account entirely for the 
decrease in stability associated with this model. 
The decrease in stability at the high Mach numbers is probably due 
chiefly to the increased horizontal control - surface effectiveness which 
was indicated by the wing- flow tests and possibly a decrease in the lift-
curve s lope of the wing as t he Mach lines approach the leading edge of 
the wing. A rearward movement of the aerodynamic center usually occurs 
on sweptback wings at t ransonic speeds and would result in increased 
stability for this configuration . However , the decrease in stability 
brought about by the possible decrease in lift - curve slope of the wing 
and the increased control - surface effectiveness is apparently larger 
than the increase in stability caused by this aerodynamic - center shift . 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The stability and control characteristics and drag of a canard 
configuration have been investigated by the f r ee - fall method. The 
model had a 450 sweptback wing and vertical tail, a triangular 
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all-movable horizontal control surface and a fuselage of fineness 
ratio 13 . 5 . The model was controlled longitudinally at approximately 
1/2g normal acceler.ation by an automatic pilot . The Mach number range 
covered by the test was from 0 . 7 to 1 . 27 . 
The transonic drag characteristics of this model at zero lift were 
as favorable as any other configuration previously tested by the free-
fall method . The zero-lift drag coefficient of this model was much 
lower than those obtained f rom previous tests of several models of 
pre sent - day transonic airplane configurations employing either straight 
or swept wings. The drag coefficient of the model at a Mach number of 
1.1 and a lift coefficient of 0 .06 was 0 . 026 . This value of drag 
coefficient closely represents the minimum drag coefficient for this 
Mach number because the lift coefficient was low for this flight condi-
tion . The favorable wing- body interference effects obtained in a previous 
test of a wing-body combination by locating the wing rearward of the 
maximum body diameter did not appear altered in the case of the canard 
model by the presence of the horizontal control surface at the nose of 
the model. 
In general) the longitudinal stability and control characteristics 
of the model were very satisfactory for the range of Mach numbers and 
lift coefficients covered by the test . The results of the test i~dicate 
that the model was stable stick fixed for the Mach number range tested 
and that no abrupt trim changes were experienced. The periods of the 
longitudinal oscillations performed by the model following horizontal 
control- surface deflection were in good agreement with those calculated 
prior to the test . The oscillations were poorly damped as a result of 
the high moment of inertia of the model) the low l ift- curve slope of the 
horizontal control surface ) and the small size of the model compared to 
a full - scale airpl ane . 
The mode l had a stable variation of pitching moment with angle of 
attack throughout the Mach number range. TQe stability increased between 
Mach numbers of 0 . 8 to 1.12) and from Mach numbers of 1.12 to 1.21 
decreased to approximately the same value obtained at a Mach number of 0 . 8. 
The decrease in stability at the higher Mach numbers was believed to be 
caused by the increased horizontal control-surface effectiveness and the 
possibl e decrease in lift-curve sl ope of the wing as the Mach lines 
approached the leading edge of the wing. An approximate calculation of 
the effect of wing deformation showed that the stability was decreased 
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by this effect, especially at the higher Mach numbers, but that the 
general variation of static stability with Mach number was not affected. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Langley Air Force Base , Va . 
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PYPENDIX 
ESTIMATED LIFT-DRAG RATIOS 
The zero- lift drag coefficients pre sented in figure 11 form a basis 
for computat ion of lift- drag polars which mor e complet ely defines the 
drag char acteri stics of t he test model . Est imates of the variation of 
drag with lift corre sponding to a condition of small control - surface 
incidence have been made at supersonic speeds by the method presented 
in r eference 8, while at sub sonic speeds corresponding data were obtained 
from wind- tunnel tests of a wing-body combination having sweepback , 
aspect ratio , and t hickness r atio comparable to the canard model . (See 
r eference 18 . ) The variat ions of drag with lift so determined were 
faired t hrough the zero- lift drag points to dete rmi ne the estimated 
lift - drag pol ar s for the te st model . These pol ars are presented in 
figure 17 fo r sever al Mach numbers . It should be noted that an effi -
cien~y factor of 1 . 0 was used in making these calculations . 
The theory outlined in refe rence 8 for obtaining t he effect of lift 
on drag at super sonic speeds applies to a wing alone. I n the calculations 
discussed in the pr eceding par agraph this theory was assumed to apply for 
the complete mode l in the determination of the lift - drag polars. It is 
believed, however , t hat t he pre sence of' a fuselage and a horizontal con -
t rol surface would re sult in onl y minor modifications t o the lift - drag 
po l a r s and a sl i ght reduct ion in maximum l ift - drag ratio provided the 
cont rol surface is at small incidence . Conditions of high stabil ity 
wher e the variation of control - surface deflect ion with trim lift coeffi -
cient is l a r ge woul d invalidate t he use of this method because t he hori -
zontal control surface would operate at l arge lift coefficients and its 
contribut ion to the total drag due to lift would be large compared to t he 
wing . Another point worth noting i s that although tests have shown the 
theory of refe r ence 8 to predict satisfactori l y the drag due to lift f or 
untwisted wings with no appreciable flow separ at ion , it cannot be expected 
to apply wher e separ at i on occurs . The wind- t unnel - test results used in 
determining the lift - drag polars of t he test model at subsonic speeds 
(reference 18) show no evidence of appreciable separation up to lift 
coefficients c lose t o t he maximum lift coefficient . Because the Reynolds 
numbe r s of the canard test were appreciably higher t han those of t he 
wind- t unne l tests , it was assumed that no separ ation would occur on the 
wing of the canard model . 
The maximum lift - drag r atiOS pr edicted from the polars presented in 
fi gur e 17 ar e pr esented in figure 18 . The maximum lift - drag ratio 
obtained i n this manner is 13 . 4 at a Mach number of 0 . 95 and a lift 
coefficient of 0 . 40 . The maximum lift - drag ratio dec r eases to 10.5 at 
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a Mach number of 1.05 and a lift coefficient of 0.5 and further decreases 
with increasing Mach number to a value of 8.0 at a Mach number of 1.25 
and a lift coefficient of 0.45. 
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TABLE 1 . - DIMENSI ONS OF CANARD DROP MODEL 
Wing : 







. 1. 695 
Aspect ratio . . . • . . 
Sweep back, deg . . . . . . 
Chord (normal to l eading edge) , ft 
Mean aer odynamic chord, ft 
Mean aer odynamic chord l oc ation (leading edge at 
fuse l age station) . . . . . . . . . . . 
Airfoil section (normal to l eading edge) 
Taper r atiO . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ail eron ar ea (one ai l er on rearward of hinge 
line ) , sq ft . . . .. .... . 
Aileron horn balance area (ahead of hinge 
line) , sq ft . . . .. . . ... . 
Aile r on span (per pendicular to fuselage center 
l ine) , ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Aileron chord (normal to leading edge) , ft 
Aileron deflection ( total ) , deg . 
(i . e . , right aileron 100 up and 40 down; left 
down and 40 up) 
Horizontal control surface: 
Area (includes ar ea covered by fuselage), s q ft 
Span, ft 
Aspect r atio 








200 right and 80 left 
ail eron 100 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 . 0 
2 .0 
Mean aer odynamic chord, ft 
Airfoil section - ~- in. flat plate with round leading edge 1.333 
(normal to leading edge) and tapered trail ing edge 
Hinge line (forward of trailing edge), ft 
Deflection (trail ing edge down), deg ... .. 
Vertical tail: 
Area (includes area covered by fuselage 
fuse l age center line) , sq ft . . •. 
Span, ft 
Aspect r atio . . . . . . . . 
Sweepback, deg . . . • . . . . 
Chord (normal to l eading edge), ft 
Mean aerodynamic chord, ft 
Airfoil section (normal to leading edge) 
above 
Taper ratio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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0 . 736 
. 0 to 12 
2 . 125 
. • 1. 785 
1. 5 · 
45 
• 0 . 842 
1.19 
. NACA 65--D09 
1. 0 
~ 
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TABLE 1 .- DIMENSIONS OF CANARD DROP MODEL - Concluded. 
Fuselage : 
Length (basic) , ft 
Side area, sq ft 
Surface area , sq ft 
Maximum diameter , ft 
Location of maximum diameter 
Other gener a l specifications : 
13.5 
9 . 24 
29 . 20 
l.0 
Fuselage station 72 
Center-of-gr avity position . . . . Fuselage station 78 . 19 
Weight , l b . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1770 
Moment of inertia about lateral axis, slug- ft 2 531 
Wing location - intersection of 50- percent-chord line 
with body center line at fuselage station 
Horizontal control- surface location - hinge 
line at fuselage station . . . . . 
Vertical tail location - intersection of 50- percent-
chJrd line with body center line at fuselage station 
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7 . 5 
132 . 3 
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TABLE II . - FUSELAGE COORDINATES 
Si de view Plan view 
Fuselage station Radius Fuselage station y 
0.000 0 .000 0.000 0.000 
.72 
· 332 .720 . 332 LoB . 430 1. 08 . 430 L Bo 
. 617 1. 80 .617 
3.60 1.039 3.60 1.039 
7 .20 1 .735 7 .20 1.735 
10 .80 2. 323 a7 .50 1. 790 14.4 2.836 a17 .0 2. 48 
21.6 3.734 22 .0 3·30 2B .8 4. 450 25 .0 3. 726 
36 .0 4.990 2B .0 4.oBl 
43 .2 5 . 387 31.0 4· 391 50 . 4 5.663 34 .0 4.671 
57 .6 5.851 37 .0 4.931 64 .8 5.965 40 .0 5.156 
72.0 6.000 43 .0 5. 356 81.0 5 .946 45 . 0 5.451 90 .0 5 .794 50 . 4 5. 663 
99 ·0 5 .532 57 . 6 5.851 
107 ·5 5 .129 64.8 5.965 117 .0 4.505 72 . 0 6. 000 126.0 3·637 81. 0 5.946 
135 .0 2 .666 90 . 0 5. 794 
143.0 1 .620 99 . 0 5. 532 
153 ·0 . 631 107. 5 5.129 
162.0 .000 117. 0 4. 505 
126 . 0 3. 637 
135. 0 2. 666 
143. 0 1. 620 
153 . 0 . 631 
162 . 0 . 000 
a 
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Figure 3.- Details of the tip of the wing and vertical tail of the canard 
model. All dimensions a re in inches. 
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Figure 4.- Details of the horizontal control surface and airspeed 
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Figure 5.- Schematic drawing of the canard model showing 
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Figure 6.- Time histories of the measured quantities used in determining 
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Figure 7.- Va riation of the sta tic-pressure error 6p/q with Mach number 
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Figure 8 .- Time history of the quantities measured during the free-fall 
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Figure 9 .- A typical section of the telemeter record of the free-fall 
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Figure 10.- Variation of the normal-force coefficient, lift coefficient, 
chord-force coefficient, drag coefficient, and lift-drag ratio as a 
function of Mach number for the canard model. 
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Figure 11.- Variati on of the zero-lift drag coefficient a s a function of 
Mach number based on the test dat a of the canard model. 
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Figure 12 .- Comparison. Ol the zero-lift drag coefficients of the canard 
model with those pr edicted by super sonic theory . 
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Figure 13.- Variation of the zero-lift drag coefficient with Mach number 
for the canard model and other transonic configurations. (The scale 
of the silhouettes ha s no significance.) 
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Figure 14.- Variation of the horizontal oontrol-Burface incidence 
required for trim as a function of Mach number for the canard model 
and for a similar cana rd model tested by the wing-flow method. 
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Figure 15 .- Variation of the measured period illld the calculated period 
and damping of the longitudinal osci l lations a s a function of Mach 
number for the canard model. (The calculated values shown include 
the same a ltitude variation as the test da t a . ) 
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Fi gure 16 .- Static-longitudina l - stabi1ity parameter dCm/d~ as a 
function of Mach number for the canard model. 
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Figure 17.- Estimated lift-drag polars at various Mach numbers based on 
the zero- lift drag coefficients of the canard model . Control-surface 
incidence zero. 
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Figure 18 .- Variation of the maximum lift-drag ratio with Mach number 
based on the lift-drag pol a r s computed fo r the canard model. Control-
surface incidence zero. 
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